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A SURVEY OF THE ATLANTA MARKET 

FOR 

ELECTRO-METAL FINISHING 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study is to examine the market for electro-

metal finishing in the Atlanta metropolitan area. The results should 

show whether there are trends which justify improvement or expansion 

in the electro-metal finishing industry in the area and some of the 

directions which such expansions should take. 

The analysis considers the Atlanta area as a consumer of electro-

metal finishing, from whatever source i t may be derived, and also con

siders the market for finishing produced in Atlanta, whether it remains 

in Atlanta or is sold into markets elsewhere. The total market for 

Atlanta producers of finishing is thus defined as the aggregate of all 

the finishing sold in the area plus that which Atlanta manufacturers ship 

into other markets. 

As used in this thesis, metal finishing is the treatment by electro

chemical processes of metal surfaces, primarily, to secure a desired "fin

ish" - as illustrated by chromium plating, nickel plating, etc. Included 

in the definition is "anodizing" which, although not X distinctly a "plat

ing" process, produces by electro-chemical treatment of aluminum a fin

ish which possesses excellent corrosion-resistant properties. 

This definition does not include such finishes as are produced by 
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enamel ing, g a l v a n i z i n g , or r u b b e r i z i n g s ince t h e y i n v o l v e d i f f e r e n t p r o 

cesses* 

The problem here i s considered f rom f o u r aspects : 

1 * General n a t u r e , c h a r a c t e r , and scope of the meta l f i n i s h i n g 

i n d u s t r y i n t h e A t l a n t a a rea . 

2 . Nature and scope o f the demand f o r meta l f i n i s h e s by i n d u s 

t r i a l consumers i n the a rea . 

3» Types and volume of f i n i s h e s produced i n o ther areas f o r 

A t l a n t a consumers. 

4 . The market f o r A t l a n t a f i n i s h i n g - p r o d u c e r s f o r consumers 

e lsewhere. 

Two approaches were used i n making the survey . One was t o s tudy 

the i n d u s t r y i t s e l f as regards i t s s t r u c t u r e , types and t rends of mate

r i a l s consumed, va lue and costs o f f i n i s h i n g , and customers served . The 

second approach was concerned e n t i r e l y w i t h the s tudy of consumers o f 

f i n i s h i n g i n t h i s a r e a . The r e p o r t , t h e r e f o r e , w i l l endeavor t o show the 

t o t a l volume, bo th a c t u a l and p o t e n t i a l , which may be a v a i l a b l e t o A t l a n t a 

producers• 

The survey i n c l u d e s (1) p l a n t s which produce f i n i s h e s f o r t h e i r own 

p l a n t consumption; (2) j o b shops, or p l a n t s whose so le business i s p roduc 

i n g e l e c t r o - m e t a l f i n i s h i n g f o r s a l e ; and (3) i n d u s t r i a l consumers who p u r 

chase t h e i r meta l f i n i s h i n g f rom o ther shops, e i t h e r i n A t l a n t a or e l s e 

where. I n c l u d e d w i t h the c i t y o f A t l a n t a are the f o l l o w i n g o u t l y i n g i n d u s 

t r i a l c e n t e r s : Col lege Park , Decatur , East P o i n t , M a r i e t t a , and Smyrna. 

About n i n e t y percent o f the p l a n t s surveyed are i n A t l a n t a p r o p e r . 

I n the l o c a l i t i e s mentioned a l l p l a n t s producing or u s i n g meta l 
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FINISHING WERE SURVEYED IN A MANNER TO BE DESCRIBED BELOW, EXCEPT THOSE 

SMALL SHOPS DOING SPECIALTY JOBS SUCH AS ELECTROPLATING NOVELTIES OF SEN

TIMENTAL VALUE, LIKE PERSONAL JEWELRY. AS FAR AS COULD BE DETERMINED, 

THERE IS BUT ONE SHOP OF THIS TYPE. 

METAL FINISHING PROCESSES 

THE ART OF METAL FINISHING REQUIRES CONSIDERABLE SKILL. IN GENERAL, 

WHILE THE PROCESS IS SIMPLE, COMPETITION REQUIRES CAREFUL CONTROL OF OP

ERATING CONDITIONS TO PRODUCE A SATISFACTORY PRODUCT. THE THICKNESS OF THE 

METAL DEPOSITED ON THE BASE IN ORDER TO PRODUCE THE FINISH MUST BE KNOWN IN 

ORDER TO ASSESS THE COST OF MATERIALS USED. SMALL PIECES, SUCH AS THOSE 

USED AS PARTS OF FOUNTAIN PENS AND PERSONAL ORNAMENTS, ARE HANDLED IN LARGE 

QUANTITIES. THE ELECTRICAL CONTACTS BETWEEN SUCH PIECES MUST BE SO CON

TROLLED AS TO REDUCE THE CHANCES OF DEFECTIVE FINISHING. 

THE PRINCIPAL TYPES OF METAL FINISHING IN THE AREA ARE NICKEL PLAT

ING, CHROMIUM PLATING, ANODIZING, CADMIUM PLATING, ZINC PLATING, TIN PLAT

ING, SILVER PLATING, AND GOLD PLATING. THESE ARE IN THE APPROXIMATE ORDER 

OF IMPORTANCE. NICKEL AND CHROMIUM PLATING ARE CONJUGATE- THAT IS, NO 

CHROMIUM PLATING CAN BE SECURED WITHOUT A PRIMARY PLATE OF NICKEL. NICKEL 

PLATING, HOWEVER, IS OBTAINED WITHOUT A PRIMARY COATING OF CHROME. IN 

CHROMIUM AND NICKEL PLATING OF FERROUS MATERIALS, A COPPER PLATE IS NEEDED 

PRIOR TO THE DEPOSITION OF THE NICKEL LAYER. 

WITH THE GROWING USE OF ALUMINUM, ANODIZING HAS ASSUMED MORE AND MORE 

IMPORTANCE IN RECENT YEARS. THIS PROCESS UTILIZES A CHROMIC OR SULFURIC ACID 

BATH ( SIMILAR TO THE PLATING PROCESS BUT WITH REVERSED POLARITIES ) AND 

PRODUCES ON ALUMINUM A COATING OF ALUMINUM OXIDE, WHICH IS CORROSION RESIST-



ant. During World War II , anodizing was required for al l aluminum objects 

in navy contracts. Chromic acid is being displaced by the sulfuric acid 

process since the present demand for anodized finishes is for show purposes 

primarily. 

Cadmium plating is relatively new. It is weather resisting and is 

much used to reduce corrosion of metal exposed to salt water. It is exten

sively used for coating screws, bolts, and small objects whose strength is 

impaired by weathering. 

Zinc, in many respects, serves the same purposes as cadmium. It com

petes with cadmium when the price of cadmium is high. 

Platings of copper, tin, lead, and other metals are not in great 

demand but are often required in connection with special work. The same 

may be said with reference to gold and silver. As mentioned above, copper 

is used extensively for a base plate when ferrous materials are plated with 

nickel or chromium. 



CHAPTER II 

METHOD OF STUDY 

This study includes an individual survey of every plant producing or 

using electro-metal finishing in the Atlanta metropolitan area. Practically 

every plant survey was made on personal interview with persons representing 

management in some capacity. They included owners of plants, company exec

utives, cost accountants, or metal finishing department heads when no one 

else could give the data required. Owners of plants, company executives, 

and purchasing agents were interviewed to obtain data from the industrial 

consumers. 

The questionnaire forms used in this survey are appended to the 

thesis. Form A was for the plants producing finishing, and Form B was for 

the consumers. Information on the various items given was secured on call 

from individuals possessing the data requested. Except for those plants 

where no records were kept, all the information needed for the survey was 

obtained. There were no refusals for data, when data was available. 

The first section of Form A requesting data on the number of employ

ees reflects a measure of plant growth and the number of man-hours indi

cates the volume of activity. The data on technically trained personnel 

measures the progress of the art or the competence of the management in 

handling large scale plating operations. This matter will be discussed 

more fully in another chapter, since, as will be shown, many plants estimate 

their plating business by guesswork and hence cannot long survive in a high

ly competitive market. Moreover, the art of electroplating has made many 

technical advances during and since the war so that more professional help 
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is needed in obtaining the types of finishes the market is demanding. 

The second and third sections of Form A and all of Form B were set 

up to secure pertinent information on the materials used by the industry 

for the period which the survey covers. Thus, information on plant con

sumption of materials, dollar volume, and market data pertaining to the 

Atlanta area and to other areas was obtained. 

Since the survey was made in 19k99 most of the data obtained was for 

the period ending in 19U8. The 19U9 data are estimates by management. In 

general, the information secured by the forms is such that a reasonably com

plete picture for the entire industry was obtained for the period covered. 

An attempt was made to determine the actual dollar volume of metal 

finishing produced in the area. This information was difficult to obtain 

for two primary reasons: inadequate cost records and reluctance to give 

information the companies preferred to hold confidential. However, reason

able estimates of this volume could be made because equivalent figures on 

materials consumed in the process were given more readily. These were sub

stantiated by reports from the consumers on the amounts which they bought 

from the job shops. 

The data secured on Form B were readily obtained from plant owners, 

company executives, and purchasing agents of the industrial consumers and 

are, therefore, considered accurate. 

Excellent co-operation was received from all individuals interviewed. 

In all , interviews were made with about twenty metal finishers and about 

three hundred consumers or potential consumers of finishing. These inter

views included all the plants of importance, except the automobile assembly 

plants. Some data given were confidential but are so included in the anal-
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ysis that identification is not possible. It is believed that this survey 

gives a representative picture of the industry in the Atlanta area. 
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CHAPTER III 

NATURE AND SIZE OF THE ELECTRO-METAL FINISHING INDUSTRY 

m THE 

ATLANTA AREA 

A clearer understanding of the metal finishing industry may be ob

tained by considering separately (1) those plants which do metal finishing 

for sale to other concerns, known by the trade as "job shops"; and (2 ) those 

plants whose finishing is part of their general manufacturing process; i .e . , 

consumed within the plant itself. Table I shows the number of plants, 

grouped into these two major classifications, operating in Atlanta for the 

period 19uO-19U9» It will be seen that the number of shops producing fin

ishing for other plants increased from three to five during this period, and 

that the plants whose metal finishing is for their own consumption increased 

from eight to fifteen. This latter increase may indicate several things. 

First, there has been an increased demand for metal finishing which cannot 

be supplied by the job shops; or, second, that the job shops do not have 

the facilities for producing the kind of work desired. Three plants pro

ducing finishing for their own use reported the second reason for developing 

their own metal finishing departments. 

The table further shows that for the period of 1940-1949 the number 

of plants doing metal finishing in the area almost doubled. 

A year-by-year trend in the total number of plants doing finishing, 

with classifications according to the type of finishing, is shown in Table 

I I . For job shops only, this information is summarized in Table I II . It 

will be seen that substantial increases occurred in the number of plants 
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TABLE I 

Number and Types of Plants in the Atlanta Area Producing Metal Finishing 

Purpose of 
Product 

19U0 19U5 19U6 

Year 

19U7 19U8 19U9 

For Sale 3 3 h For Own Use 8 8 11 12 15 15 

Total 11 11 IS 17 20 20 

doing chromium and nickel plating. The increase noted for copper is, as 

has already been pointed out, due to the fact i t is used as a base plate 

when ferrous materials are plated with chromium or nickel. 

As an indication of the size of these plants in 19U9. thirteen plants 

employed less than ten workers. Three of these plants are job shops. The 

largest job shop employed about forty workers, and the largest of the plants 

producing for themselves employed about sixty workers in the metal finishing 

department. 

It is noted from Table I that while the number of job shops increased 

by only two from 19U0 to 19U9> the number of plants having departments to 

produce electro-metal finishing for their own consumption increased by eight. 

A number of the leading producers of the city estimated that the finishing 

business of their plants has more than doubled since 19U0. If a similar 

increase has occurred in al l plants, both job shops and those doing finishing 

for themselves, which have also substantially doubled in number - I . e . , from 

eleven to twenty, as indicated in Table I , - i t seems reasonable to infer 

that the aggregate volume of finishing in Atlanta has increased to 
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TABLE II 

19U0 19U5 19U6 19U7 19U8 19U9 Anodizing 1 2 3 3 3 3 
Cadmium 5 8 8 8 10 9 

Brass 0 1 2 2 2 2 
Chromium 5 k 5 6 11 11 
Copper 8 6 9 11 15 15 
Gold 0 i 3 3 3 3 
Nickel 9 6 9 11 15 15 
Silver 2 3 k U k k Tin 0 0 1 l 2 2 
Zinc 5 5 k k u 

Number of Plants in the Atlanta Area Producing Metal Finishing, l/mether for 
Sale or for Own Plant Use, Grouped According to the Types of Finishing Done 

Year 
Type of Finishing 
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TABLE III 

19u0 19US 1946 1947 1948 1949 

Anodizing 0 0 1 1 1 1 

Cadmium 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Chromium 3 2 2 2 4 4 

Copper 3 2 2 3 4 4 

Nickel 3 2 2 3 4 4 

Zinc 2 2 2 1 1 1 

*No job shop reported doing industrial brass, gold, silver, or tin 
plating. 

approximately four times what i t was in 1940. That this may be conservative 

is indicated by the figures in Table 17, which show that the total value of 

finishing produced locally for the Atlanta market increased from about 

$9,000 in 1940 to nearly $60,000 in 19U8, or more than six times. 

It appears, however, that the bulk of this increase has not gone to 

the job shops. This is substantiated by Chart 1, in which the upper trend 

line represents the aggregate business placed by Atlanta industrial con

sumers with both Atlanta firms and shops in other cities. The upper trend 

line is progressively higher, year by year, than the lower trend line, which 

represents the finishing bought from local shops by Atlanta firms. This 

growing difference, or about $140,000 of business in 1948, went to shops in 

Number of Job Shops in the Atlanta Area Engaged in Metal Finishing for Sale 

to Other Plants, Grouped According to the Types of Finishing Done* 

Year 
Type of Finishing 
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other cities. The general expansion of consumption, by types, of finishing 

by Atlanta users indicated in Table V is from almost $16,000 in 19U0 to 

slightly over $200,000 in 19U8. 

TABLE IV 

Volume of Electro-Metal Finishing Purchased by Atlanta Industrial Consumers 

from Atlanta Job Shops 

Type of Finishing 

Anodizing 

Cadmium 

Chromium 

Copper 

Nickel 

19U0 

$775 

6,700 

200 

1,U70 

Year 

19U5 

$3,090 

6,kh0 
2,300 

9,9U5 

19U8 

$U,Uoo 

12,875 

17,025 

k,200 
19,765 

Total Volume $9,11.5 $21,775 $58,265 

Number of Consumers 

Reporting 2k 30 53 

Average $381 $726 $1,099 
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TABLE V 

Total Volume of Electro-Metal Finishing Purchased by Atlanta Consumers 

from both Atlanta Shops and Shops Elsewhere 

Tear 
Type of Finishing 

1940 I9h5 19U8 

Anodizing $5,000 $1,000 $8,900 

Cadmium 775 3,090 12,875 

Chromium 8,100 33,81+0 156,725 

Copper 200 2,300 4 ,200 

Nickel 1,1*70 9,9U5 19,765 

Silver 200 800 500 

Total Volume $15,71*5 $50,975 $202,965 

Number of Consumers 
Reporting 27 35 62 

Average $583 $1,1*56 $3,27U 

The fact that the number of job shops increased by only two is another 

indication that there has been a trend away from job shop production to pro

duction in plants which produce their own finishing, or to shops in other 

localities. This view is supported by testimony from the management of a 

number of concerns which have had to install their own plating departments 

because they could not obtain satisfactory service from the local job shops* 

One plant, for example, which manufactures industrial machinery had 

to set up its own metal finishing department after i t was unable to obtain 
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satisfactory finishes, either on the basis of quality or cost. Another 

plant found cadmium plating done by Atlanta shops defective and the price 

too high. Consequently, it had to set up its o t t o department in 19U6. Still 

another plant reported a similar situation in chromium plating. Again, due 

to defective plating and high costs of Atlanta concerns, this plant put in 

a finishing department to produce copper, nickel, and chromium finishes. 

The job shop business also appears to be handicapped by other types 

of deficiencies. A leading stove manufacturer, who had discontinued his 

plating department during the war, undertook to buy his requirements after 

the war from the plating companies of the city and thus avoid re-opening 

his own department. When he requested prices from local shops for finishing 

small items which he estimated should cost only #2.00 each, his lowest bid 

was $12.50 - fifty cents more than the $12.00 sale price of his completed 

product. This man was convinced that most of the local plants are unable 

to make proper estimates on costs. This judgment seems justified by this 

survey, which finds that only approximately twenty percent of all plants 

doing finishing work maintain accurate cost accounting on their operations. 

In fact, among the consumers there is widespread complaint of poor 

quality and high costs of finishing by Atlanta shops. This situation is not 

at all surprising in the light of the findings of this survey of the lack 

of technically trained personnel in the metal finishing industry. Of the 

five job shops surveyed, only two of them have either a graduate chemist or 

chemical engineer. Of the fifteen plants doing work for their own use, only 

two employ graduate chemists or chemical engineers, relying mostly on per

sonnel who may have taken only short specialty courses. In view of this 

situation it is little wonder that several of the consumers are looking 
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around for other sources of finishes. A number of the comments of the con

sumers are included below, according to the type of finish they use. 

Anodizing 

One consumer, a producer of food machinery, reported that the local 

price of anodizing is too high and that whenever it is possible, he avoids 

the use of anodizing by changes in the design of his product. 

Another consumer, a producer of aluminum products, also reported 

anodizing costs of Atlanta firms too high and may put in its own finishing 

department. 

A third consumer stated that it has anodizing done in South Carolina, 

since the part to be finished is manufactured there. However, that part 

could readily be manufactured in Atlanta. 

Still another consumer of anodized finishes, a sign company, reported 

that it purchases its requirements in Illinois and Ohio, not knowing that 

such finishes are available in this area - an indication that the Atlanta 

metal finishing industry does not solicit business vigorously. 

Cadmi um 

The same producer of food machinery reported that cadmium finishing 

costs of Atlanta plants are high and that he avoids use of this finish by 

changes in design. 

Cue producer of textile accessories which does not now use plating 

contemplates a change in design, which will require cadmium plating. This 

potential consumer reported that he has never been solicited far business 

by Atlanta shops. 
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Another producer of textile equipment said that it is discontinuing 

the use of cadmium plating since other substitute materials are now avail

able* 

Chromium 

The producer of food machinery who reported avoiding the use of anodi

zing and cadmium plating also avoids the use of chromium plating by changes 

in design, since the cost of chromium plating is high. 

One potential consumer said he is interested in hard chromium plating, 

but that this type of finish is not produced satisfactorily by Atlanta shops. 

Hard chromium plating is different from decorative chromium plating in that 

heavier and more exact thicknesses with close tolerances are required in the 

hard type of plating. 

Another consumer reported that he can send his parts to Illinois and 

have them finished with a better quality of finish and at a lower price than 

is available in the Atlanta area. 

A producer of peanut cookers who has parts manufactured in Louisiana 

also reported no solicitation of business on the part of local shops. 

A local foundry producing aluminum castings complained of defective 

chromium plating on aluminum and high costs of finishing. The plating of 

chromium on aluminum is a relatively recent development, and there is not a 

single shop in the area which can satisfactorily produce such a finish. 

This consumer is contemplating setting up his own plating department. 

A producer of time-clocks also complained of defective chromium plat

ing and high costs. At the time of the survey, this consumer had his plat

ing done by Atlanta shops but was looking for another source. 
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Another consumer, a manufacturer of saws, reported a large consump

tion of chromium plating but is changing over entirely to the use of stain

less steel. This company also complained of peeling of the finishing, slow 

service, and high prices charged by local concerns. 

The quality and costs of chromium finishing by Atlanta shops forced 

a consumer to have his finishing done in North Carolina. Furthermore, he 

reported that he may be priced out of the chromium market due to increasing 

finishing costs. 

A large consumer of chromium plating also reported defective quality 

and high costs of Atlanta shops. A portion of his plating requirements is 

done in Atlanta, but the bulk is produced elsewhere. This company has plat

ing done as far north as Connecticut. Other sources used are New York, 

Illinois, and Ohio. Another reason why this company uses outside sources 

is the fact that Atlanta shops cannot handle the complete job, due to lack 

of proper equipment. 

A producer of tools and dies stated that hard chromium plating cannot 

be obtained satisfactorily in this area. At the present the requirements of 

this company are produced in New Jersey. The company, however, would have 

such plating done locally if it were available with respect to price and 

quality. 

Another company manufacturing furniture has found it cheaper to send 

parts for finishing to New York and return than to have the work done in 

Atlanta. The matter of quality is an important deciding factor. 
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Nickel 

The food machinery producer mentioned above has its nickel plating 

done by Atlanta firms. However, when possible, changes are made in the 

design to avoid the use of nickel, since the price is too high. 

Two other nickel plate consumers reported that they will use stain

less steel in 1950, due to poor quality and high costs of Atlanta finishing. 

Silver and Gold 

One company which produces special machinery has silver plating done 

in Pennsylvania, since the silver plating done by Atlanta shops costs too 

much and the quality is poor. 

A company producing plastic articles reported that it would use a 

large amount of gold and silver plating if it were economical to do so. 

During the war when certain metals were scarce, a large amount of plating 

on plastics was done. This type of plating is a recent development, and no 

Atlanta shop does such work. This company is willing to underwrite a de

velopment program to enable a local plant to produce such finishes on plastics. 

# # # 

The above resume of opinion regarding metal finishing in the Atlanta 

area reveals that the chief faults of the electro-metal finishing industry 

concern the poor quality of the finishing and the high cost. In the latter 

instance, it would seem that few plants are competent to estimate finishing 

costs or are aware that work often can be done cheaper and better in more 

remote areas. This, in spite of the facts shown earlier in this chapter, 
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that the available local market for electro-metal finishing is very large, 

only a small part of which is allocated to local industry. 

In sharp contrast to the increasing proportion of Atlanta consumption 

of finishing produced elsewhere is the small amount sold by Atlanta shops to 

other centers. The job shops reported that about one-half of their total out

put is sold to Atlanta consumers and the other half to consumers outside of 

Atlanta. Since the aggregate volume of purchases reported by Atlanta con

sumers from Atlanta shops is approximately $60,000, the shipments out of the 

area should also total $55,000 to $60,000. Most of these shipments, accord

ing to the shops, naturally go to cities in the southeastern states. 

Ihen it is realized that this business comes in for less than top-

quality work at high prices and without progressive sales effort, the amounts 

which could be exported to other centers under proper techniques of produc

tion with good merchandising must be many times more. 
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CHAPTER IV 

The expansion of the electro-metal finishing industry in the Atlanta 

market is indicated by increases in the consumption of metals in practically 

all lines. Since aggregate figures or trends for the industry as a whole do 

not reveal the true nature or character of this expansion, it is better to 

show the trends in volume of metal consumed with respect to each type of fin

ishing separately. The trends of metals consumed may also be considered in 

comparison with the dollar volume of their respective kinds of finishing 

done as shown in Tables IV and V. 

Nickel 

The amount of nickel consumed in the Atlanta area ( primarily for 

electroplating purposes ) has increased from 6,000 pounds in 19U0 to over 

21,000 pounds in 19U8. The consumption of this metal was about equally 

divided between job shops and shops doing plating for their own require

ments. Chart 2 shows the trend in consumption of nickel from 191*0 to 19U9* 

As noted on the chart, the data for 19U9 are estimates by management. 

Chromium 

Chromium has also shown increases in consumption since the war, al

though its increases have not been as great as those for nickel. The trend 

in chrome consumption, expressed in terms of chromic acid, is shown in Chart 

3. 

Chromic acid consumption increased from about 5,000 pounds in 19U0, 

TRENDS IN CONSUMPTION 
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to a peak of approximately 15,000 pounds in 19^5, and has decreased to an 

average consumption of roughly 10,000 pounds per year since. As mentioned 

before, nickel is used as a base plate for chrome finishes, and the graph 

for the consumption of nickel should follow much the same pattern as that 

for chromium. But since the graph, Chart 2 , for nickel shows a greater in

crease than that for chromium, the conclusion is that the difference is due 

to a much greater expansion of the nickel plating business than that of 

chrome. 

Copper 

Since copper is used as a base plate on ferrous materials, prepar

atory to nickel and chromium finishing, data on the consumption of this 

element should parallel increases in nickel and chromium finishing of fer

rous objects. That this parallel does exist is shown by a comparison of 

Chart k for copper consumption with Charts 2 and 3 for nickel and chrome, 

respectively. The total consumption of copper in the Atlanta rose from 

about 5,000 pounds in 19k0 to over li+,000 pounds in 19U8. 

Cadmium 

The consumption of cadmium is shown in Chart 5. There was an in

crease from about 5,000 pounds in 19kO to about 18,000 pounds in 19U5, 

which was probably due to the wartime demand. A sharp decrease to 11,500 

pounds occurred in 19U6 and still lower in 19U7, which can be attributed in 

part to the tight market and unavailability of the metal. However, there 

was another increase in 19U8 to about 16,000 pounds. Estimates by manage

ment indicate a probable drop in 19U9, due to the greater availability and 
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lower price of zinc, a competitive finish, and the higher cost of cadmium, 

( See Chart 6 for the increasing use of zinc during the post-war years, ) 

Chart 5 further shows that nearly all cadmium plating is done in 

plants for their own consumption. Job shops show no trend with regard to the 

use of this metal* 

Zinc 

Except in 19U6, when the consumption of zinc decreased appreciably, 

the use of this metal expanded throughout the period studied. It is quite 

probable that the increased use of zinc was due to the higher price of cad

mium, since cadmium and zinc finishes are competitive, ( Chart 6 ) 

Tin 

There are three plants in the area, which reported doing tin finishing. 

Two of them use the electro-deposition process, and the third uses the dip

ping method. The two using the plating process began operations since 19U5« 

The consumption of tin for plating purposes in 19U8 approximated 

11,000 pounds and is due largely to the demand for plating refrigerator 

parts and reconditioning airplane items. The estimated demand of about 

5,500 pounds of tin for plating in 19h9 is only about one-third of the de

mand in 19U6. 

Silver and Gold 

Silver plating is primarily a specialty business, it is used for 

ornamental hardware ( e.g., caskets ) , picture frames, refinishing silver 

plate, electrical contact points, etc. One airline uses silver in plating 
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airplane parts. The volume for the industry as a whole has shown consistent 

increases since 19l|0, in which year the consumption was only about 2,1.00 

troy ounces. In 19u6, the consumption was about 8,000 troy ounces, and in 

19l|8, i t increased further to approximately 13,000 ounces. Practically all 

industrial silver plating is done in the shops of two companies which plate 

for their own shop use. 

Gold plating is of minor importance in this area. In fact, the en

tire consumption reported for 191*8 was only about one hundred and seventy 

troy ounces. 

Anodizing 

Although anodizing is extensively used, no data could be obtained 

showing the amounts of electrical energy or of chromic or sulfuric acid 

consumed in the process. As mentioned elsewhere, i t is believed that, with 

the increasing use of aluminum, anodizing will become an increasingly im

portant finish from the viewpoint of both utilitarian and show purposes. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

The market for electro-*netal finishing in the Atlanta area has ex

perienced a phenomenal expansion during the period covered by this thesis. 

Even omitting the volume produced by firms for their consumption, for which 

no accurate values could be obtained, the purchases by Atlanta firms from 

shops within the area plus that purchased from other cities increased from 

approximately $16,000 in 19U0 to slightly over $200,000 in 19U8 alone. Un

doubtedly, if figures were available for production by firms for their own 

use, the total would have been far greater. 

In considering the importance of this volume with respect to the 

future possibilities for expanding the plating industry in Atlanta, a 

deciding factor should be the fact that of the $200,000 of business pur

chased in 1948, only about $60,000, or approximately thirty percent went to 

Atlanta shops. The remaining seventy percent went to cities else-where. 

When the $11*3,000 purchased in 19U8 from other cities is augmented by the 

amount not bought, but done by plants for their own use, a large part of 

which could possibly be available for local shops if they were equipped to 

handle the business, the conclusion appears well justified that, even after 

discounting the business which local job shops could undoubtedly receive 

from consumers in other localities, there is ample demand for further ex

pansion in the electro-metal finishing industry in Atlanta. 

To get this business, however, the job-shop industry would have to 

make important changes in its present character and status. Some of these 

changes are brought out in representations from consumers in Chapter ill. 
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They will have to install modernized equipment and processes for faster and 

top quality work in order to achieve lower costs if they are to meet com

petition. Modern systems of cost accounting, long overdue, must also be 

installed. Adequately trained personnel must be employed if local producers 

are to keep abreast with latest techniques and processes. 

Since several consuming firms reported they were never even solicited 

by the job shops for business, it appears that these shops are without the 

technique or means to market their product, even if all other problems were 

solved. It will, therefore, be necessary for shops, if they are really to 

sell the Atlanta market and the markets of other cities which would doubt

less be open to them, to institute not only more aggressive but also more 

progressive methods and policies in their sales promotions. 

With the adoption of these proposed changes and improvements there 

appears little reason why the job-shop finishing industry in Atlanta should 

not have possibilities for important expansion. 



APPENDIX 
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FORM A 

A Survey of the Atlanta Market for Industrial Metal Finishing 

Name of Company_ * ' Date_ 
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ Person Interviewed (Title) 
Year Started 1 " " 1 Product 

Size of Plant or Metal.Finishing Department 
. 19uQ '45 '46 '47 f 48 '49 

Number of employees . 
Male . . 
Female ., . . . _ 
Technically trained 
Man-Hours 

Is the metal finishing a part of an overall process? Yes No 
Has the physical'size of the plant or department changed much since 1940? 
How? 

Capacity of Plant or D e p a r t m e n t " 
I94Q . 'U5 '46 , 'U7 'U8 FU9 

Operated Capacity-^ 5 ^ 
KWH Used . . 
Chemicals Used: jBf^f^HBBHBBBfr^ 

C admium-Lb s• 
Chromic Acid-Lbs. 
C opper-Lbs• 
Nickel-Lbs. 
Zinc-Lbs. 
Sulfuric Acid-
Pick!i ng-
Cleaning-
Other( ) 
Other ( ) 

Type of Finishing and Dollar Volume of Metal Finishing 
(Check Types) I94O xh$ |1±6 U±7 [U8 '1.9 
Aluminiting or 
Anodizing 
Cadmium 
Chromium 
Copper 
Nickel 
Zinc 
Other( ) 
Other ( ) 
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FORM B 

A Survey of the Atlanta Market 

Name of Company 
Address 
Year Started 

for Industrial Metal Finishing 

Date 
Person Interviewed (Title) 
Product 

Do you buy or have industrial metal finishing done in other plants? 
Yes No If yes, what amount from Atlanta plants? 
Type of finishing 19UO 19U5 19U8 
Anodizing O r - iHBBHBBBBHBHBBBBHBBBHHHBfrt tK-f t* 

Aluminiting 
Cadmium 
Chromium 
Copper 
Nickel 
Zinc 
Other( ) 
Other( ) 

Amount from plants in other states: 
Type of finishing 19UQ 19U5 191+8 State Reason 
Anodizing or ^ s b ; - : b h w b b h b b b b b b p ^ ^ » j h h h h h h b b ^ 4 h b h b ( -

Aluminiting ZZZZ! 
Cadmium 
Chromium 
Copper 
Nickel 
Zinc 
Other ( ) 
Other ( ) 

Remarks 


